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Lithiation of multilayer Ni/NiO electrodes:
criticality of nickel layer thicknesses on
conversion reaction kinetics†
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X-ray reflectivity and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) were used to characterize the morphological

changes in thin film electrodes with alternating Ni and NiO layers during lithiation as a function of the

Ni buffer layer thickness. Complete lithiation of the active NiO layers occurs only when the thickness of

the Ni/NiO bilayers are less than 75 Å – a threshold value that is determined by the sum of the Ni quantity

in the Ni/NiO bilayer of the multilayer stack. Thicker Ni/NiO bilayers present a kinetic barrier for lithium ion

diffusion inside the stack resulting in partial lithiation of the multilayer electrodes in which only the top

NiO layer lithiates. Lithiation of NiO layers in a multilayer stack also leads to an interface-specific reaction

that is observed to increase the thicknesses of adjacent Ni layers by 3–4 Å and is associated with the

formation of a low-density Li2O layer, corresponding to an interfacially-driven phase separation of

the NiO. Rate dependent cyclic voltammetry studies reveal a linear relation between the peak current

and scan rate suggesting that the lithiation kinetics are controlled by charge transfer resistance at the

liquid–solid interface.

Introduction

The performance of lithium-ion battery (LIB) electrodes is largely
governed by the starting morphology and chemical composition,
and evolution during electrochemical reactions. Much like con-
ductive binders in bulk electrodes, an effective way to improve
the electrochemical performance of thin film LIB electrodes is to
introduce a secondary material that can facilitate electronic or
lithium transport. This layer can also be used to alleviate the
volume change in the electrode and to prevent the aggregation of
active materials. For lithium ion anode materials, an effective
implementation of this concept is to use a multilayer thin film
structure comprised of Bnm-thick Si (or other high capacity
materials) and inert metal layers (e.g., Ti, Al, Zn). Recent studies
of Si-based multilayer electrodes show strong increases in rever-
sible capacity and cycling stability as a function of the thick-
nesses of the buffer and active layers.1–12 For example, in the

case of Si/Fe multilayers, it has been found that thin Fe buffer
layers (o200 Å) can lead to a higher capacity of Si/Fe multilayer
film, which is related to the fast transport of the Li ions,
but cyclic performance deteriorates with repeated cycling.5 In
contrast, thicker Fe layers (800 Å) and increasing the number of
bilayer stacks (from 5 up to 16) improves the cycle life with high
reversibility. In our previous work, we demonstrated that multi-
layers consisting of alternating amorphous silicon thin films and
planar, conducting ‘‘adhesive layers’’ of CrxSi (x E 3) combine
the intrinsically high Li-capacity of silicon, the reversibility of
ultrathin silicon films, and the conductivity of a composite
material.7 The multilayer electrodes also show enhanced long-
term cyclability and rate capabilities relative to a comparable
silicon thin film electrode.

Here, we are interested in understanding approaches for
controlling the lithiation reactions of metal-oxides. NiO,
a prototypical Li-ion conversion material is a conceptually
promising electrode material for LIBs due to abundance, low
cost, and high theoretical specific capacity (718 mA h g�1). First
demonstrated by Tarascon et al.,13 the lithiation of NiO follows
a displacement process with the reversible formation of Li2O
accompanied by the reduction of the transition metal leading to
aggregated Ni nanoparticles in the range of 10–100 Å in diameter:
NiO + 2Li+ + 2e�2 Ni + Li2O. However, the implementation of
NiO and other conversion electrodes in LIBs is greatly hindered
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by a number of factors, including its poor long-term cycling
stability and rate performance due to the significant dimensional
and volumetric changes during electrochemical cycling deforma-
tions and degradation of the electrode, including fragmentation,
disintegration, fracturing, and loss in contact between current
collectors and the active electrode materials.14 A second signifi-
cant issue is the substantial overpotentials15 that are generally
observed with conversion materials, which has been that are
associated with the nucleation of metal nanoparticles within a
Li2O matrix.

Recent studies of the structural evolution of multi-bilayer
Ni/NiO films with active NiO layers sandwiched between buffer
Ni layers led a new understanding of lithiation mechanism in
these model Li-ion battery (LIB) electrodes.16 We demonstrated
that the confinement of nanometer-scale NiO layers within a
Ni/NiO multilayer electrode can direct lithium transport and
reactivity, leading to coherent expansion of the multilayer. In
particular, the nm-thick nickel layers helps to initiate the conver-
sion process at the interface and then provides an architecture that
confines the lithiation to the individual oxide layers. XRR data
revealed that the lithiation process starts at the top and progressed
through the electrode stack, resulting in layer by layer lithiation
with a purely vertical expansion. Our observations provided new
insights into the role of metal/metal oxide interfaces in controlling
lithium ion conversion reactions by defining the relationships
between morphological changes and film architecture during
reaction. The ultrathin morphology is critical for achieving fast
and durable Li+ storage that was shown recently for Ni/NiO
hybrid nanomembranes17 and NiO nanosheets.18

The aim of the present study is to better understand the
thickness of the individual layers in the multilayer framework
affects this 1D confinement and the kinetics of lithiation. Just
as in bulk batteries, where the mobility of charge carriers is
central to observed charging rates and overpotentials, lithium
ion transport plays a critical role for multilayer film electrodes.
Generally, it is assumed that the rate-determining step for
lithiation of an electrode is controlled by Li diffusion inside
the active material.19 While lithium transport within the active
material is often rate-limiting in bulk intermetallic materials,20

the abrupt metal interfaces within a multilayer architecture
(in this case, Ni) may hinder Li transport through the overall
stack, and we expect this barrier to be potential- and thickness-
dependent. This type of planar interface is useful for characterizing
transport phenomenena at the metal/oxide interface as well as
understanding barriers for transport in a conversion reaction.
Such a model system is necessary to better understand the
complex network of interfaces that forms between the nano-
scale products of a conversion reaction.

Since lithiation of a conversion material occurs through
dramatic structural and morphological modifications of an
electrode, we apply in operando and ex situ X-ray scattering
techniques, and cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) for systematic studies of multilayer Ni/NiO films with
varying thicknesses of active and buffer layers (10 Å to 200 Å)
and numbers of periodic bilayers (2 and 5). Herein, we analyze
Ni/NiO multilayer electrodes to address how the electrode

lithiation characteristics are affected by two key architectural
parameters: (1) the thickness of the Ni layers and (2) the choice
of the layer (Ni vs. NiO) at the electrode/electrolyte interface.
Two different sets of films were deposited by PLD: Ni/NiO/Ni
trilayers with varied thicknesses of top Ni layer and 2-bilayer
Ni/NiO films with different thicknesses of Ni layer in the top bilayer.
We show criticality of nickel layer thicknesses on conversion reaction
kinetics of the active NiO layers. Thick Ni/NiO bilayers present
a kinetic barrier for lithium ion diffusion inside the stack
resulting in partial lithiation of the multilayer electrodes in
which only the top NiO layer lithiates. Complete lithiation of NiO
layers occurs only when the thickness of the Ni/NiO bilayers are
less than the characteristic threshold value. We found that this
conversion reaction is not diffusion limited at the level of the
few nm-thick films.

Experimental

The nickel metal/nickel oxide multilayer films were grown
by pulsed-laser deposition (PLD) on 10 � 3 � 1 mm sapphire
a-Al2O3 (1–102) substrates (CrysTec GmbH, Germany). Each
sample was fully immersed in a ‘transmission-geometry’ X-ray
compatible electrochemical cell21 such that the scattering plane
aligned along the shorter 3 mm dimension. Separate Ni and
NiO PLD targets were used to grow the multilayer films with
thicknesses of each layer controlled by adjusting the number of
laser pulses. Each heterostructure was masked from the bottom
nickel layer, providing 3 mm tabs for electrical contact from top
spring electrodes.

The in operando X-ray reflectivity (XRR) experiments were
performed at sector 33BM at the Advanced Photon Source (APS)
at photon energies of E = 20.00 keV and 17.50 keV.22 The X-ray
beam was collimated to 1.0 � 0.25 mm2 and the scattered X-ray
intensity was acquired with a Pilatus 100k detector. Full reflec-
tivity data scans were measured in 15 min and were collected
repeatedly during electrochemical cycling. The electrochemical
cell had separate lithium metal counter and reference electrodes21

and was fully immersed in a 1 M solution of LiPF6 or LiClO4 in a
1 : 1 ratio of ethylene carbonate and dimethyl carbonate by
volume. The choice of salt is known to affect the composition
and thickness of solid electrolyte interphase, but was found to not
alter structural changes during lithiation at the studied potentials
(B0.6 V). A CHI760E electrochemical workstation was used for
electrochemical control of lithiation. Ex situ XRR studies of
lithiated samples after first discharge cycle were carried out at a
Rigaku ATXG diffractometer (NU X-ray Diffraction Facility) with
E = 8.04 keV (l = 1.54 Å) X-rays collimated to 0.1 � 2.0 mm2 spot.
All XRR measurements were performed at ambient laboratory
temperature, which ranged between 20 to 25 1C.

XRR analysis used Motofit23 with a multiple-slab model
that included a sapphire substrate, 1–5 Ni/NiO bilayers, and an
electrolyte (in operando) or air (ex situ experiments). Structural
parameters for sapphire and the electrolyte were fixed, whereas
the parameters for the buffer and active layers (electron density,
interface roughness, and layer thickness) were allowed to vary.
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The electron densities were initially estimated based on the
chemical composition of the multilayer electrode components.
Table S1 (ESI†) lists calculated electron densities of bulk materials
relevant to this study. For lithiated samples the structural
model included variable electron densities and thicknesses of
active NiO-based layers and variable Ni-layer thicknesses with
an electron density that was fixed to a value obtained from the
analysis of the pristine as-deposited samples. In some cases,
the fits made use of a parameter that nominally varies the
energy resolution of the X-ray beam. In this case, this parameter
is used as a phenomenological approach to incorporate the
lateral heterogeneity of the multilayer structure (e.g., the layer
spacing).

The cross section samples of the lithiated and partially
lithiated thin films were prepared using a focused ion beam
(FIB) system (FEI Helios Nanolab 600 DualBeam FIB/SEM). First,
bulk FIB milling techniques were used to isolate the cross-
section area of interest. The lamellae were then mounted onto
an Omniprobes Lift-Out TEM Grid and further thinned with low
energy gallium ions to obtain electron transparent samples with
minimal FIB-induced damage. Scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM) imaging and electron energy loss spectro-
scopy (EELS) analysis were carried out on the lamellae using a
JEOL 2100F TEM/STEM operating at 200 kV (0.02508 Å electron
wavelength) and equipped with a Gatan GIF system capable of
operating with a 1 eV EELS energy resolution, as measured by the
FWHM of the zero-loss peak.

Results and discussion

In operando XRR measurements of structural changes in multi-
layer Ni/NiO electrode during the first discharge (i.e. lithiation)
of a half-cell consisting of the film and a lithium metal
reference electrode were performed under potentiostatic con-
trol starting at the open circuit condition (3.0–3.3 V). In our
recently reported work, we show that the lithiation process
of the vertically digitized multilayer Ni/NiO electrodes with
20 Å-thick Ni layers and varied thicknesses of NiO layers starts
at the top NiO layer and then progresses towards the bottom of
the stack.16 The overall thickness of the lithiated multilayer
film increased to approximately twice the original thickness
accompanied by a lowering of the electron density of the active
layers from 2.04 e� Å�3 to 1.1 e� Å�3 corresponding to a
confined layer of Ni nanoparticles within a Li2O matrix. This
is close to the expected density of 1.20 e� Å�3, which corre-
sponds to the stoichiometric composition of Ni and Li2O after
NiO is fully lithiated as a result of the conversion reaction.
The XRR data analysis indicates a uniform electron density profile
within each oxide layer, implying that the reduced Ni nanoparticles
are randomly distributed within the Li2O matrix without locally
expressed variations within each layer and between different layers
of the multilayer structure. This ‘confinement’ effect provides
much needed structural stability during conversion, but could
ultimately limit lithium diffusion through the heterostructure.
Experiments in this study were performed on a range of Ni/NiO

heterostructures with varying layer thickness to better under-
stand the role of Ni barrier layers on the electrochemical
activity of the overall electrode structure.

NiO terminated 5-bilayer Ni/NiO electrodes

As a first example, we examine the effect of increasing the metal
layer thickness from our previous study from 20 Å to 55 Å.16 In
operando X-ray reflectivity patterns were measured repeatedly
during multiple cyclic voltammetry (CV) scans between the open
circuit potential of the pristine structure and 0.3 V (with respect
to Li/Li+) with the sweep rate of 0.2 mV s�1 for 5-bilayer Ni/NiO
film with 55 Å and 50 Å-thick Ni and NiO layers, respectively. The
first cycle voltammogram taken during these measurements is
shown in Fig. 1. This voltammogram has the expected reductive
and oxidative features, which are characteristic for lithiation
behavior of NiO electrodes.24–26 An abrupt onset of lithiation
occurs near 0.70 V during the first cathodic scan corresponding
to the reduction of NiO to metallic Ni.

The amount of inserted lithium was estimated from the first
cycle voltammogram and shows that the lithiated film reaches
about 25% of its theoretical capacity of B1.4 mA h for a fully
lithiated NiO multilayer electrode. Such partial lithiation of the
Ni/NiO multilayer film was confirmed by XRR and TEM. Fig. 2A
shows specular X-ray reflectivity patterns for the pristine and
the lithiated films in the first three lithiation cycles. The XRR
patterns show no systematic shift of multilayer Bragg peaks
during lithiation, as was previously observed for fully lithiated
Ni/NiO multilayer films.16 However, XRR data do indicate some
changes between Bragg peaks. The corresponding electron
density profiles derived from best fits are shown in Fig. 2B,
where one can see that only the top layer of NiO was lithiated,
effectively doubling of its thickness with a Btwofold decrease
of its electron density, as is characteristic for a fully lithiated
NiO film. Since the four other NiO layers of the 5-bilayer Ni/NiO
film are unchanged during the first 3 cycles, the results reveal
that the top Ni layer in the stack acts as a barrier for lithium ion
transport through the overall multilayer film.

Fig. 1 The first cycle voltammogram of a 5-bilayer Ni/NiO (55 Å/50 Å)
structure. Schematic illustration of pristine 5-bilayer film is shown in
the inset.
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XRR analysis also reveals the presence of a lower-density
10 Å region that is formed adjacent to the underlying Ni
surface. We assume that such decreasing of electron density
is due to nucleation of the conversion reaction at the nickel
interface, leading to a an increased concentration of Li2O at
this interface. Consistent with the presence of a Li2O layer, the
XRR-derived electron density profiles (Fig. 2B) also shows that
top Ni layer increases in thickness by B4 Å following lithiation,
indicating that the underlying metal layer plays a role in the
conversion reaction at its interface. Such Ni nucleation at the
Ni-NiO interfaces was found in our previous study,16 where an
increased thickness of each buffer Ni layer by 6–7 Å was observed
for the lithiated sample due to growth of reduced Ni on both
sides of the original Ni layers. Slight structural changes of the top
lithiated NiO layer is observed during 2nd and 3rd cycles.

After sweeping potential to 0.3 V in the 3rd cycle, the
lithiated sample was imaged by ex situ cross-sectional TEM.
Fig. 3 confirms our XRR results; showing that only the top layer
of the Ni/NiO multilayer film was lithiated. This image also
reveals a low-density region between the top Ni layer and the
lithiated Ni/Li2O layer, consistent with the low density region
observed by XRR. This conclusion was further supported by the

nano-beam electron diffraction (Fig. 4). The diffraction patterns
show both Ni and NiO diffraction rings in the non-reacted
region of the multilayer film without any evidence of Li2O.
Whereas in the reacted region, very clear Ni diffraction rings
and very weak rings of Li2O crystal are observed, but there
are no rings that can be indexed as NiO. Electron energy-
loss spectroscopy mapping of the reacted region shows clear
signals of Li, Ni and O (Fig. S1, ESI†). Hence, these results
reveal the importance of the buffer layer thickness for lithium
ion permeability through overall multilayer structure for lithia-
tion of all active layers.

Ni terminated Ni/NiO/Ni trilayer structures

To clarify the question concerning the role of buffer layers
in multilayer electrodes, we deposited two different sets of
Ni/NiO/Ni trilayer structures having the same NiO/Ni bilayer
structure with different thicknesses for the Ni capping layer to
explore how variations of the top Ni layers influences lithiation
kinetics within the multilayer film. Fig. 5 shows the first discharge

Fig. 2 (A) The specular XRR data (solid circles) and best fits (solid lines) for the pristine and lithiated 5-bilayer Ni/NiO (55 Å/50 Å) structures. Each set of
experimental and model-fit curves are shifted vertically for clarity. (B) Electron density profiles obtained from best fits of the XRR data shown in A.
Calculated electron densities for the electrolyte, Ni, NiO, Li2O and expected electron density of the fully lithiated NiO layer (Ni + Li2O) are shown by
dotted lines for comparison.

Fig. 3 The cross-sectional TEM image of the partially lithiated 5-bilayer
Ni/NiO (55 Å/50 Å) film (the darker contrast represents heavier elements).

Fig. 4 Nano-beam electron diffraction patterns of the partially lithiated
5-bilayer Ni/NiO (55 Å/50 Å) film for (bottom left) the outermost NiO layer
showing complete transformation to Li2O and (right) within the deeper
Ni/NiO layers showing no evidence of conversion of the NiO layer.
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scans between the open circuit potential and 0.3 V with the sweep
rate of 0.1 mV s�1 for the trilayer Ni/NiO/Ni films with 50 Å (Ni),
125 Å (NiO) and varied thickness of the top Ni layer. When the
thickness of the top Ni layer is 37.5 Å or 62.5 Å, the scan shows
a typical profile, with a clear cathodic wave characteristic for
NiO lithiation. The abrupt onset of lithiation occurs near 0.56 V
which is slightly lower than the 0.70 V onset observed for the
NiO-terminated structure shown in Fig. 1. The integrated charge
of these lithiated films is close to theoretical capacity of
B0.7 mA h assuming complete lithiation of the NiO layer. In
contrast, a featureless cathodic wave was obtained for the
trilayer film with a top 89 Å thick Ni layer. After the first
discharge scans were completed (at 0.3 V), the samples were
removed from electrochemical cells and rinsed with dimethyl
carbonate (DMC).27 X-ray reflectivity measurements were used
to determine the structural changes in these samples.

Fig. 6 shows the ex situ specular reflectivity data and
associated density profiles for the lithiated trilayer films with
37.5 Å and 62.5 Å-thick top layer Ni layers. Fits to the XRR data
confirm that the NiO layer was lithiated with the expected

changes in thickness and electron density for both films.
Electron density profiles (Fig. 6B) indicate the creation of
narrow (10–15 Å) low density regions near one of the Ni/NiO
interfaces, where the electron density dips below that of the
lithiation Ni/L2O layers, and has a value consistent with that of
pure Li2O. This can be explained by a non-uniformity in the
conversion reaction at these interfaces, similar to the reaction
discussed above. While the behavior of the structure with the
top 62.5 A-thick Ni layer was generally ideal with only little
change in the Ni layers, the XRR data analysis shows that
lithiation of the structure with Ttop-Ni = 37.5 Å film caused a
significant reduction in density for the top Ni layer and an
increased density for the lithiated NiO interlayer. This can be
explained by a lateral non-uniformity in expansion of the active
layer during lithium ion insertion, which could introduce
porosity to the top nickel layer. It was recently reported that
phase conversion of NiO can nucleate from spatially distant
locations on the same slab of material.28 Electron density
profiles in Fig. 6B show that lithium ions penetrate through
the top Ni layer and that the NiO interlayer undergoes a
conversion reaction even when the top Ni layer has a 62.5 Å
thickness. However, if thickness of the top Ni layer increases to
89 Å, the electron density profiles for the pristine trilayer film
and the same film after the first discharge cycle are similar
(Fig. S2, ESI†) with no lithiation of the intermediate NiO layer.
This reveals that there is an effective threshold for lithium
passage through the top Ni capping layer in trilayer Ni/NiO/Ni
films within the thickness range of 63–89 Å.

NiO terminated 2-bilayer Ni/NiO electrodes

The apparent lithiation potentials of 5-bilayer and trilayer NiO-
based electrodes was found to be 0.70 V and 0.56 V, respectively
(Fig. 1 and 5). We expect that this difference in lithiation
potential is controlled by the termination of the electrode stack
with a Ni or NiO top layer. To check this assumption, we deposited
2-bilayer Ni/NiO structures with NiO layers of 60 Å thick, a bottom
Ni layer thickness of 52 Å thick, and with a variable thickness
of the top Ni layer: 16 Å, 37 Å, 58 Å and 82 Å (see XRR data and

Fig. 5 The first discharge voltammograms for trilayer Ni/NiO/Ni electrodes
with top Ni layer of varied thickness. Schematic illustration of pristine trilayer
film is shown in the inset.

Fig. 6 (A) The specular XRR data (solid circles) and best fits (solid lines) for lithiated trilayer Ni/NiO/Ni films. The experimental and theoretical curves are
shifted vertically for clarity. (B) Electron density profiles obtained from best fits of the XRR data shown in Fig. 6A.
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the corresponding electron density profiles for pristine films in
Fig. S3, ESI†). The first discharge voltammograms and XRR
measurements of these 2-bilayer films were performed simi-
larly to trilayer film studies. Fig. 7 shows the first discharge
scans for these films. The characteristic abrupt lithiation for all
2-bilayer films was observed at 0.69–0.70 V that is similar value
for 5-bilayer films. We conclude that the lithiation voltage is
mainly determined by the top NiO layer in multilayer films with
different numbers of bilayers. The amount of inserted lithium
estimated from these voltammograms shows that the struc-
tures with 16 Å and 37 Å thick Ni layers (under the top NiO
layer) are fully lithiated, whereas the films with 58 Å and 82 Å
show only 50% of theoretical capacity for the two NiO layers in
these films. This suggests that only one of the two NiO layers
is lithiated. It should be noted that the voltammogram for the
2-bilayer film with Ni layer of 37 Å thick is slightly different
from typical voltammogram for NiO films. The reduction peak
has asymmetrical shape with major current maximum at
0.69 V, and secondary maximum at 0.63 V corresponding to
charge transfer at a lower potential. We propose that this
profile indicates a two step lithiation reaction for the 2-
bilayer Ni/NiO film. Firstly, the top NiO layer is lithiated, but
thickness of underlying Ni layer is, apparently, too thick for
lithium ions to penetrate through the Ni layer at that potential.
The penetration of the lithium ions to the second NiO layer is
then reflected by the appearance of an additional minimum in
the first discharge scan.

XRR patterns and the corresponding electron density pro-
files for the 2-bilayer Ni/NiO films with varied thickness of the
Ni layer in the top bilayer after the first discharge are presented
in Fig. S4 (ESI†) and Fig. 8, correspondingly. Electron density
profiles confirm the voltammetry based conclusion about com-
plete lithiation of 2-bilayer films with Ni layer thicknesses of
16 Å and 37 Å. As can be seen from Fig. 8, the NiO electron
densities for these films are near the value that was calculated
for a fully lithiated NiO film that retains a stoichiometric ratio
between Ni and Li2O. For the structures with thicker Ni layers
(58 Å or 82 Å), XRR analysis shows that lithium ions do not

penetrate through these thick layers and only the top NiO layer
is lithiated. This result is comparable with the partial lithiation
of the 5-bilayer films with 55 Å thick Ni layers (Fig. 2). Our study
reveals that the threshold for lithium passage through the
Ni buffer layer in a 2-bilayer Ni/NiO film is within the range
of 37–58 Å (probably closer to the low limit of this range). This
is below the value obtained for multilayer films with a top Ni
layer. Similar to the case of the trilayers, XRR analysis (Fig. 8)
shows some vertical non-uniformity of the electron density in
the lithiated NiO layers; namely the presence of B15 Å-thick
low density regions at each Ni/NiO + Li2O interface for the
lithiated films. The observed deviations of the electron density
of the lithiated outer layer of NiO from the calculated value of
1.10 e� Å�3 for a lithiated NiO film consisting of a stoichio-
metric composition of Ni and Li2O can be explained by the
presence of a Li2O-rich layer. Consistent with this interpreta-
tion is the observation by XRR that Ni film thickness increased
by 6–7 Å for all Ni interlayers of the fully lithiated film (or 3–4 Å if
only the top NiO layer is lithiated). This reveals that the increase
in the Ni buffer layer thickness is adjacent to the low-density
layers found within the lithiated NiO layer.

Further insights into the vertical and lateral spatial variation
of the structure and composition of the lithiated NiO layers is
obtained with a fully lithiated 2-bilayer Ni/NiO sample having a
16 Å thick top Ni layer that was analyzed using STEM imaging
and spectroscopy techniques. High angle annular dark field
(HAADF) STEM imaging was used to reveal the layer ordering of
the structure and to provide qualitative composition information,
as the primary contrast mechanism in HAADF STEM images
occurs from differential electron scattering due to changes in the
average atomic number of each layer. As seen in Fig. 9A, HAADF
STEM imaging reveals each layer in the structure, with the
brightest layers consisting of Ni, which have the highest average
atomic number. This image confirms the general results found
by XRR data (see Fig. 8), namely the two-fold expansion of each
oxide layer during lithiation. Precise EELS line scans were carried
out to confirm the composition of each layer of the cross-section.
Close attention was given to the oxygen K edge signal from the

Fig. 7 The first discharge voltammograms of 2-bilayer Ni/NiO electrodes
with varied thickness of the Ni layer under the top NiO layer.

Fig. 8 Electron density profiles for lithiated 2-bilayer Ni/NiO films with
varied thickness of the Ni layer in the top bilayer obtained from best fits of
XRR data shown in Fig. S4 (ESI†).
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lower layer of NiO that underwent conversion to Ni and Li2O, as
seen in Fig. 9B, in order to determine changes in composition
throughout the thickness of the individual layer. The oxygen K
edge fine structure has distinct features at 535 eV and 538 eV,
which can be used to identify and differentiate between Li2O
and NiO, respectively (Fig. 9B, inset). Spectra collected progres-
sively further down in the layer show increasing prominence of
the oxygen K edge feature at 535 eV, suggesting an increasing
concentration of Li2O at the bottom of the layer.

A multiple linear least squares (MLLS) fitting procedure was
used to analyze the EELS data from Fig. 9. This MLLS fitting
is typically used for extracting weak edge signals from the
EELS background, isolating signals from overlapping edges
in both low-loss and core-loss EELS regions, or mapping ele-
mental compositions.29–31 The MLLS procedure involves fitting
a spectrum with an expression of the form

FðEÞ ¼ AE�r þ
X

n

BnSnðEÞ; (1)

where the first term is represents the background preceding the
edge of interest with a typical power-law function, and the
second term represents the summation of the input reference
spectra Sn(E) multiplied by the calculated fitting coefficients
Bn,32 and is readily applied using the built-in function found in
the Gatan Digital Micrograph software. This MLLS fitting differ-
entiates between oxygen in the different electronic environments
of NiO and Li2O.

The core-loss reference spectra shown in the inset of Fig. 9B
were used as the input reference spectra for MLLS fitting of the
13 line scan spectra found in Fig. 9. Fig. 10A shows a MLLS fit of
the oxygen K edge spectrum 8 (indicated in the inset), which
used a fitting range of 532 eV to 550 eV in order to encompass
only the primary oxygen K edge features. This MLLS fit is
representative of the kind of fits found for all other line scan
spectra. The coefficient values, Bn from eqn (1), for Li2O and

NiO contributions are plotted in Fig. 10B for each of the 13
spectra shown in Fig. 9, with spectrum 1 indicating the first
spectrum of the line scan (black line) and spectrum 13 indicating
the final spectrum of the line scan (mustard line), at the top and
bottom of the lithiated NiO layer, respectively. Most notably, the
coefficient value of Li2O begins to increase dramatically in
spectra 10 through 13, signaling an increase in contribution of
the Li2O reference spectra to the MLLS fit. This suggests an
increase in Li2O concentration close to the interface with the
bottom Ni layer. This result is consistent with the X-ray reflectivity
data that showed areas of lower electron density close to the
interface with the bottom Ni layer (Fig. 8). Additionally, the
coefficient values indicate a variable Li2O composition through-
out the converted Ni and Li2O structure. These results accurately
reflect the oxygen K fine structure evolution seen in Fig. 9. The
presence of the feature at 538 eV, which corresponds to NiO, is
unexpected in this region of the sample as it should have been
reduced during conversion, but can be attributed to oxidation of
the Ni reaction product when exposed to air while handling the
sample during preparation and loading into the TEM (for details
see ESI,† Fig. S5 and S6 and accompanying text).

To check if the non-uniformity at the active/buffer layer
interfaces for a lithiated 2-bilayer film is intrinsic to the
electrochemistry of conversion reaction rather than the ex situ
conditions of the X-ray experiment, we performed in operando
XRR measurements of the structural changes in 2-bilayer films
during the first discharge of a half-cell consisting of the film
and a lithium metal reference electrode under potentiostatic
control starting at the open circuit conditions. XRR scans were
repeatedly recorded during the cycle while the potential was
swept at a rate of 0.1 mV s�1. Partial lithiation was observed
for a 2-bilayer film with nominal 40 Å and 65 Å thick Ni buffer
layers and B50 Å thick active NiO layers. Fig. S7 (ESI†) and
Fig. 11 show the sequence of XRR patterns and the corres-
ponding electron density profiles for this film during lithiation.

Fig. 9 EELS analysis of 2-bilayer Ni/NiO cross-section sample. (A) HAADF STEM image of lithiated film with colored markers indicating collection areas
of EELS spectra in B. (B) Oxygen K EELS linescan results (color coded and offset vertically top to bottom, as the regions of interest in (A)), with lines
specifying features of interest in the fine structure at 535 eV and 538 eV. Inset shows oxygen K EELS spectra of NiO and Li2O standard samples.
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It is interesting to see from Fig. 11, that lithium insertion and
the related conversion reaction starts at a potential (0.78 V) that
is slightly higher than the potential that is normally seen for
this electrode (0.71 V). This initial lithiation process of the top
NiO layer starts at the Ni/NiO interface (the interfacial nuclea-
tion precedes the 3D (random) nucleation of the nickel in the
oxide layer13) and at the surface of the NiO film (in the B10 Å
range). Fig. S8 (ESI†) shows results of in operando XRR data for
a 2-bilayer Ni/NiO film with a rather thin top Ni layer (12.6 Å).
Both active layers are fully lithiated with the expected expan-
sion of their thicknesses. A low-density region is formed at the
Ni/Ni + Li2O interface in the first bilayer near substrate, but the
top lithiated active layer is rather uniform.

Generally, our ex situ and in operando XRR results lead to the
following conclusions: (i) only the top NiO layer is lithiated if
the underlying Ni buffer layer is too thick (465 Å), (ii) a 14 Å
low-density region is formed at the Ni/lithiated NiO interface

as result of the conversion reaction, with a density that corre-
sponds to that of Li2O, (iii) the thickness of the Ni layers
increases by 3–4 Å (for partial lithiation) or 6–7 Å (for fully
lithiated 2-bilayer film). Except for the behaviour at the Ni–NiO
interface the electron density of lithiated active layers drops to a
value nearly equivalent to the calculated value of 1.20 e� Å�3,
corresponding to the stoichiometric composition of Ni and
Li2O associated with fully lithiated NiO layers. The density
changes are accompanied by two-fold expansion of the active
layers. Density modulations near the film interfaces can be
explained by the ultrathin topology of the film structure (the
thickness of the top NiO in pristine film is 46.4 Å) that promotes
some localization of the reduced Ni close to that interface. Some
differences in the electron density profiles of the top active layers
for fully lithiated 2-bilayer films observed from ex situ and
in operando XRR data can be explained by different experimental
conditions during the XRR experiment.

Evaluation of lithium transport limitations through Ni layers

Transport of lithium ions through a multilayer film structure is
associated with the microscopic diffusion and migration of
ions under the influence of gradients in Li concentration and
chemical potential. The effective lithium ion migration energy
barrier is determined by the statistical average of all possible
migration pathways and is strongly related to the structure of
the solid electrode material, including the type and/or thickness
of the top layer in the Ni/NiO bilayer electrode. Comparison of
lithiation for trilayer and 2-bilayer electrodes leads us to con-
clude that lithium ions can pass through a Ni/NiO bilayer if its
effective Ni thickness (i.e., the equivalent film thickness based
only on the amount of deposited Ni) is less than B75 Å.
Consequently, a bilayer structure with a 60 Å thick NiO film
(equivalent to 35 Å of Ni) can be expected to show lithiation
for Ni buffer layers that are less than 40 Å-thick (i.e., 75–35 Å).
This is close to the experimentally observed value (37 Å). This

Fig. 11 Electron density profiles obtained from best fits of the XRR data
shown in Fig. S7 (ESI†).

Fig. 10 MLLS fitting of oxygen K EELS edge. (A) Representative example of MLLS fit to oxygen K EELS edge from Fig. 9B spectrum 8. The inset shows the
entire EELS line scan data set from Fig. 9B. (B) Plot of MLLS coefficient values for the Li2O and NiO contribution to the oxygen K edge fine structure for the
line scan spectra from Fig. 9B.
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additional barrier for ionic transport through active layers
might be dependent on the structure of the top Ni/Li2O
lithiated layers as well, since the lithiation process of multilayer
Ni/NiO electrodes starts at the top layers and then progresses
vertically toward the bottom of the stack.16

What is the mechanism for charge transfer in multilayer
electrodes? We used cyclic voltammetry to probe the variation
in the reduction feature shape as a function of scan rate to
clarify the kinetics of lithium ion insertion in 2-bilayer Ni/NiO
electrodes.33 A set of identical 2-bilayer films (Fig. S9, ESI†) was
prepared for this experiment. Fig. 12 shows the voltammetry
curves measured for four of these 2-bilayer electrodes at
potential scan rates from 0.1 to 0.55 mV s�1 during the first
discharge. The peak voltage and current of the reduction peak
changes as a function of potential scan rate. Estimated capacity
for all scan rates varies in the range 8–9 � 10�4 mA h, which is
very similar to that estimated from the composition and size of
the film – 7.5 � 10�4 mA h. The FWHM of the reduction peak is
approximately the same for all scan rates: 0.026–0.028 V. The
dependence of the peak current (Ip) on the potential scan rate
(n) can be used to determine the rate limiting step associated
with lithium ion diffusion.33–37 The scan rate dependence of
the peak current for 2-bilayer electrodes (Fig. 13) reveals that
the peak current changes linearly as a function of scan rate.

It is known that when the peak current is proportional to the
potential scan rates (rather than the square root of the scan
rate), the process of Li+ insertion is determined by charge
transfer at the liquid/solid interface (rather than by diffusion).
This process is described by the equation:33

Ip ¼
n2F2AGn
4RT

¼ Sn; (2)

where the number of electrons transferred in the redox event is
n = 2, T is the temperature (293 K here), R – the gas constant
(8.314 J K�1 mol�1), F – the Faraday constant (96 485 C mol�1)
and AG is the number of moles of active material in the film
(1.25 � 10�8 mol). The experimentally obtained slope value

(from Fig. 13) is S = 0.089 � 0.002 C V�1, which is close to the
value S B 0.05 C V�1 predicted in eqn (2) by Bard and Faulkner.
Our results, therefore indicate that the conversion reaction
is not intrinsically diffusion limited at the level of these few
nm-thick films, but that Li+ insertion into the 2-bilayer Ni/NiO
electrodes over this range of scan rates follows ideal thin-layer
behavior under surface reaction control.

Conclusions

New insights were obtained into the topological controls over
the lithiation of model Li-ion battery electrode structures,
comprised of Ni/NiO bilayers with active NiO layers sandwiched
between buffer Ni layers and grown on sapphire via pulsed laser
deposition. The morphological changes accompanying lithia-
tion were tracked via in situ and ex situ X-ray reflectivity and
cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy. (1) Lithiation
of the NiO layers were observed by XRR and TEM to change the
thickness and density of the lithiated NiO layers indicating
conversion into Ni + Li2O. (2) Complete lithiation of multilayer
Ni/NiO films with active NiO layers sandwiched between buffer
Ni layers occurs only when the effective Ni thickness of the
Ni/NiO bilayers (i.e., the sum of the Ni thickness plus 0.59 times
the NiO thickness) is less than B75 Å, a thickness corresponding
to a effective barrier threshold for lithium ion diffusion through
Ni. For bilayer thicknesses larger than the threshold value,
partial lithiation of the multilayer electrodes is observed – in
which only the top NiO layer is lithiated. (3) Lithiation of NiO
layers in a multilayer stack leads to significant changes at the
Ni–NiO interface including a 3–4 Å increase in the thickness of
the adjacent Ni layer and the formation of a low density Li2O
layer corresponding to an idealized conversion reaction with
full separation of the reaction products, consistent with our
previous findings.16 (4) Finally, the kinetics of Li+ insertion into
multilayer Ni/NiO thin film electrodes during the first discharge
at low scan rates is determined to be controlled by the charge
transfer at the liquid/solid interface.

Fig. 12 Scan rate-dependent first discharge voltammograms of 2-bilayer
Ni/NiO electrodes in the range of 0.1 to 0.55 mV s�1. Voltammograms in
the region of the reduction peak potential are shown in the inset.

Fig. 13 Scan rate-dependence of the peak current for 2-bilayer Ni/NiO
electrodes.
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Our results point to the importance of a vertically digitized
architecture for controlling the transport of lithium ions and
the role interfaces and spatial confinement for a rational design
of high-performance Li-ion battery multilayer electrodes. Since
transport properties additionally change with the degree of
lithiation and cycling history, morphological evolution of multi-
layer thin film electrodes during lithiation becomes complicated
and requires further theoretical and experimental research.
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